
SECTION 10 EXCHANGE PROTOCOL

The ADMS specification will facilitate the creation of a federation of disparate semantic asset

repositories at the EU level. This federation will consist of Joinup setting up an infrastructure to

provide a single point of access allowing users to cross-query and discover relevant assets

stored in different repositories, respecting the autonomy of each repository. It will allow

semantic interoperability assets to be compared and potentially linked to one another in a cross-

border or cross-sector setting, allowing users to more easily detect semantic commonalities and

differences.

The objective of this document is to describe a possible architecture of the federation of

semantic asset repositories that can maximise the sharing of asset metadata and their

availability to end-users.

The following key concepts are used in this section:

Term Definition Acronym

Protocol Set of formats and rules to exchange asset

description metadata

-

Repository A network accessible system that contains a set of

asset description metadata.

-

Local Repository A repository which plays the role of data provider,

responsible for exposing metadata to the central

repository of the federation.

-

Central Repository The repository of the federation responsible for

storing a copy of the asset description metadata of

the entire federation in its local database. It is the

single point of access for all the federated queries.

-

1.1 CONCERNS

The table below shows the set of stakeholders and related concerns.

Table 0.1 List of stakeholders and related concerns

Stakeholder Concern ID

Central repository
owner

All asset description metadata stored in the
repositories of the federation should be
accessible from the central repository

CON1

All asset description metadata stored in the
repositories of the federation should be shared
by the repositories of the federation in the same
format (or in the same limited set of formats).

CON2



All asset description metadata should be stored
locally on the central platform in order to speed
up queries by the users.

CON3

The communication protocol should allow the
central repository to identify the specific
repository from which the metadata are
received.

CON4

The exchange protocol should allow the central
repository to receive new assets metadata,
updates of existing asset metadata and deletion
of existing asset metadata.

CON5

Local repository
owner

The exchange protocol should allow the
repository owners to maintain the total control
of the metadata stored in their systems.

CON6

The exchange protocol required to share asset
metadata stored in the repository should not
require extensive implementation efforts.

CON7

The repository owner should be able to decide
what assets to share with the federation.

CON8

The repository owner should be able to decide
when to share the asset description metadata
with the federation.

CON9

The remainder of this section lists possible solutions that meet the above-mentioned

stakeholder concerns.

Please note that it is likely that more than one exchange protocol will be used in practice: a

multi-channel approach is recommended, according to the needs and the requirements of the

different local repositories. A one-fits-all solution is, especially in the first stages, not likely to be

adopted: the requirements, the technical/business constraints and the maturity level can be vary

significantly for each repository of the federation.



1.2 EXCHANGE PROTOCOL 1 – REST WEB SERVICES

This solution, which tries to address the concerns listed in section 1.1, is based on a centralized

architecture pattern.

Figure 1. Centralized Architecture Pattern – Push Strategy

The central repository is fed by asset description metadata coming from the local repositories.

Asset description metadata are exchanged in the ADMS format via REST-based web services.

The message exchange protocol uses a “push strategy”, meaning that the central repository

exposes a web service, which is called by the local repositories to send the ADMS messages.



Figure 2. Push strategy with Web Services

Messages are transported using the HTTP protocol. The HTTP headers are used to transport

the following information:

 Repository Id: this is the id of local repository sending the message to the central

repository.

 Last modified: this is the date and time when the last change has been made on the

asset description metadata stored in the local repository.

The payload of the HTTP message contains the ADMS representation (using the XML or RDFa

format) of all the assets stored in the local repository that the repository owner wants to share

with the federation. Therefore, local repositories will have to map their current internal asset

metadata structure the ADMS representation before calling the REST service.

Asset metadata received by the central repository via the service will be validated (e.g. basic

XSD validation, but more complex business rules can be implemented using Schematron) and

stored locally in the central repository’s database, so that end users can access the central

repository platform to access the asset description metadata of the entire federation.

HTTP basic authentication can be used to identify the repositories using the REST service on

the central repository. A registration procedure is then foreseen for the repositories that want to

be part of the federation. The registration procedure can be manual in the first stages: the

owners of new repositories will contact the central repository’s administrator to include the ID of

their repository in the database. They will receive then the credentials used for authentication

when calling the REST service via the client.

In order to help the local repositories with the implementation of the proposed solution, a Java

sample implementation of the service client can be provided by the EC. Local repositories will

be able to download the sample implementation from the central repository’s website and to

integrate it in their local environment. The client can offer the following interfaces to load and

send the asset description metadata:
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 Java interface: the client can be integrated into a Java environment by importing the

provided JAR as a library in an existing Java project. The interface classes of the library

will accept the ADMS representation as an input, and the core classes will take care of

sending the ADMS message to the central repository. This is the preferred solution to

fully automate the entire process (extract, transform, send), but it will require some

implementation effort to integrate the client.

 GUI: the client will provide a user interface, by which the user will be able to upload the

previously generated ADMS file from his own machine, and to send it to the central

repository by clicking a button on the user interface. This solution will not require any

implementation effort to integrate the client, but it will require human intervention

whenever new asset metadata have to be sent. It also requires that the transformation

to ADMS of the asset metadata description has already been done via the mapping

tool.

 GUI + spreadsheet import: the client will provide a user interface, by which the user will

be able to upload a spreadsheet (e.g. ODS file) containing all the information about the

asset metadata of the repository. The template of the spreadsheet will be provided

along with the client, and it will be up to the user to fill it with the correct information.

After the import of the spreadsheet, the client will take care of transforming the data

contained in the file to the ADMS format, and to send it to the central repository. This

solution will not require any implementation effort, neither for the integration of the client

or for the mapping. As explained, the mapping will be done by the client itself. However,

it will require significant manual work from the user to fill the spreadsheet and to use the

GUI whenever new asset metadata have to be sent.

The following table summarizes how the proposed solution addresses the stakeholder’s

concerns.

Concern ID Related benefit of the solution

CON1 The asset metadata description of the entire federation will be accessible
by the end-users using only the central repository’s user interface.

CON2 ADMS XML or RDF representations are used as standard format to
share the asset description metadata.

CON3 The asset metadata description received through the REST service will
be stored locally in the central repository’s database.

CON4 The ID of the repository sending the asset description metadata is
included in the message header of the HTTP message.

CON5 The proposed protocol allows to send a full update of the entire local
repository when the REST service is called. By doing so, all the updates
in the local repository (creation, deletion and update of assets) will be
reflected in the central repository.

CON6 The proposed solution doesn’t require external entities (e.g. the central
repository) to access or to control local repositories’ data.



CON7 REST services don’t require extensive implementation efforts. The
service interface is very simple and based on plain HTTP messages,
without the need of implementing complex SOAP-based WS-*
Standards. A sample implementation of the client will be available.

CON8 The local repository owner can decide which internal asset description
metadata they will share with the federation.

CON9 The local repository owner can decide when to send the new or updated
asset description metadata: e.g. the metadata can be sent to the central
repository as soon as they are available, or a batch of new/updated assets
can be sent every day or every week.

1.2.1 Example scenario
In this section an example scenario of asset description metadata sharing is presented.

In the scenario, the owner of the repository A (which did not yet register its repository on the

central repository) wants to share the asset description metadata with the federation.

1. The owner of repository A contacts the administrator of the central repository and requests

the registration of his repository in the federation.

2. The central repository’s administrator registers the repository A in the central repository’s

database (repository ID will be ‘A’ in the central repository) and provides the owner of

repository A with the credentials for authentication.

3. The administrator of repository A downloads the REST service client, installs it and

configures it (e.g. setting the previously received credentials for authentication).

4. The administrator of repository A extracts the asset description metadata from the repository

A’s database and uses the mapping tool to convert it into the ADMS format (this can be an

automated procedure depending on the level of integration of the repository A’s

environment).

5. The administrator of repository A loads the ADMS asset description metadata into the

service client and launches the client to send the message (this can be an automated

procedure depending on the level of integration of the repository A’s environment).

6. The REST service receives the message, checks the credentials of the sender and validates

the message.

7. If the message is valid, the REST service stores the received asset description metadata in

the central repository’s database.

1.3 EXCHANGE PROTOCOL 2 – E-MAIL

The solution described in Error! Reference source not found. Error! Reference source not

found. guarantees a high level of integration and interoperability between local and central

repositories. However, this comes at the price of greater efforts in terms of development and

time to market for the local repositories. Although a web service client is provided, it needs to be

configured and integrated with the existing systems.

In order to tackle the issue described above and speed up the integration of local repositories

into the federation, a complementary solution might be adopted when needed. It is based on the



same centralised architecture described in Error! Reference source not found. but it uses e-

mails as a transport to transmit the asset description metadata.

The local repositories, after exporting the set of asset description metadata from their databases

and mapped them into the ADMS format, will have the possibility to send them via email to a

pre-defined email address. The system administrator (or an automatic procedure) of the central

repository will read the metadata from the email inbox and import them into the central

repository’s database.

This approach hampers the interoperability between local and central repositories and requires

manual intervention for the exchange of metadata. However, it will reduce the development

efforts, the time to market and the cost of the solution. This approach is then recommended for

a first implementation of the system, or for local repositories with a low maturity level in terms of

system integration and web-based technologies implementation.

1.3.1 Example scenario

In this section an example scenario based on the exchange protocol 2 is presented.

In the scenario, we assume that the owner of the local repository A wants to share the asset

description metadata with the federation and an authorisation agreement (to perform the action)

with the central repository already exists.

1. The administrator of the local repository A exports the asset description metadata from the

repository A’s database into an agreed format (XML, RDF). The export can be done

manually or using existing systems (depending on the repository A’s existing environment).

2. The administrator of the local repository A sends the exported metadata to a pre-defined

email address in compliance with an agreed message format (this can be an automated

procedure depending on the level of integration of the repository A’s environment).

3. The system administrator (or an automatic procedure) of the central repository reads the the

metadata from the email inbox.

4. The system administrator (or an automatic procedure) of the central repository imports the

asset description metadata by submitting them to the REST services exposed by the central

repository itself.

5. If the message is valid, the REST service stores the received asset description metadata in

the central repository’s database.

1.4 EXCHANGE PROTOCOL 3 - HARVESTING

This section describes a solution based on the “harvesting” strategy.

The message exchange protocol, in this case, uses a “pull” strategy, meaning that the asset

description metadata are retrieved by the central repository from the local repositories. To make

the asset description metadata available for retrieving, the local repositories publish them, in

ADMS format, on a web page of their web server. The endpoint of the web server must be

previously registered in the central repository.



Figure 3. Centralized architecture pattern – Pull strategy

As described in Figure 4, the mapping to ADMS format will be a responsibility of the local

repository. Therefore, before publishing the information on the web server, the local repositories

will have to perform the mapping from their internal format to ADMS (in its XML or RDF

representation).

The solution foresees a simple HTTP request/response pattern to retrieve the ADMS file from

the local repositories. The central repository uses a web client to automatically retrieve the

latest snapshot of asset description metadata from all the local repository, on a regular time-

basis.

Figure 4. Pull strategy with ADMS web page

The registration on the central repository can be done in two ways:



 Manual registration: an e-mail is sent by the local repository owner to the central

repository administrator, containing the ID of the local repository and the address of the

endpoint where to retrieve the asset metadata. The central repository administrator

takes charge of storing the information in the central repository database and to

configure the web client accordingly.

 Automated registration: a registration web-service is provided by the central repository,

which is called by the local repository to send/update the ID and the endpoint address

information.

The manual solution can be used for an initial stage of the federation, or for local repositories

that are not in the condition to implement a client on their side.

The architecture can be adapted to the needs of the local repositories. In particular:

 The interval between two subsequent retrievals can be adapted according to the

frequency of the updates on the local repositories;

 The HTTP Web client can be configured to use HTTP basic authentication (or other

security mechanism) when accessing the local repositories;

 The Web client can be adapted to call REST services for retrieving ADMS files, if such

services are provided by the local repository.

This solution suits well for non-centralized architectures: by publishing on an web page the

asset description metadata on ADMS format, other repositories (in addition to the central one),

will be able to harvest the ADMS file from any local repository.

Concern ID Related benefit of the solution

CON1 The asset metadata description of the entire federation will be accessible
by the end-users using only the central repository’s user interface.

CON2 ADMS XML or RDF representations are used as standard format to
share the asset description metadata.

CON3 The asset metadata description retrieved from the local repositories will
be stored locally in the central repository’s database.

CON4 The ID of the repository sending the asset description metadata is sent
during the registration phase.

CON5 The proposed protocol allows retrieving a full update of the local
repository asset metadata. By doing so, all the updates in the local
repository (creation, deletion and update of assets) will be reflected in
the central repository.

CON6 The proposed solution doesn’t require external entities (e.g. the central
repository) to access or to control local repositories’ data.

CON7 No implementation effort is required to implement the protocol. Only a
web server where to publish the asset description metadata in ADMS



format is needed.

CON8 The local repository owner can decide which internal asset description
metadata they will share with the federation, by deciding what to publish
on the web page.

CON9 The interval between two different requests from the central repository
can be tuned according to the needs of the local repository.

1.4.1 Example scenario

In this section an example scenario based on the exchange protocol 3 is presented.

In the scenario, we assume that the owner of the local repository A wants to share the asset

description metadata contained in its repository with the federation and that he/she has not

registered his/her repository on the central repository.

1. The administrator of the local repository A exports the asset description metadata from the

repository A’s datasource into the ADMS format (XML or RDF). The export can be done

manually or using existing systems (depending on the repository A’s existing environment).

2. The administrator of the local repository A publishes the exported file on its web server,

whose address has already been sent to the central repository (see point 1).

3. The administrator of the local repository A sends an e-mail to the administrator of the central

repository, containing the ID of its repository and the endpoint address (the exact URL where

the web page containing the ADMS file of the local repository can be found).

4. The administrator of the central repository reads the e-mail, and updates the central

repository database with the received information, thus “registering” the local repository.

5. The central repository web client starts to poll the local repository’s web page periodically

(the actual time intervals can be defined/adapted). The ADMS file published by the local

repository’s administration will be retrieved each time.

6. If the ADMS file is valid, the central repository web client stores the received asset

description metadata in the central repository’s database.

1.5 EXCHANGE PROTOCOL 4 – FILE UPLOAD

This section describes a simple solution based on the upload of asset description metadata files

on the central repository.

A web page can be created on central repository, by which the local repository

administrators/owners can upload a file which contains the asset description metadata of the

assets stored in their repository. Two possibilities are foreseen for the file format:

 ADMS format (XML or RDF): before uploading the file on the central repository page,

the local repository administrator performs the mapping from their internal format to

ADMS (in its XML or RDF representation). Files are then processed by the central



repository, which will validate its content and store the information in the central

repository’s database.

 Spreadsheet: a spreadsheet template (e.g. in ODS format) is given to the local

repositories owners/administrators, who will manually fill in the spreadsheet with the

information on their asset description metadata. The spreadsheet is then uploaded to

the central repository using the upload web page. The file is then processed by the

central repository, which will convert it to ADMS, validate its content and store the

information in the central repository’s database.

This solution requires some manual activities from the local repository administrators/owners

who will have to perform the manual upload of the file whenever they want to share an update

of their assets description metadata. If the spreadsheet solution is adopted, the manual activity

of filling in the template is also to be considered.

However, this solution does not require any effort to implement the communication protocol,

since is completely manual and it does not require any service or client on the local repository’s

side.

1.5.1 Example scenario

In this section an example scenario based on the exchange protocol 4 is presented.

In the scenario, we assume that the owner of the local repository A wants to share the asset

description metadata contained in its repository with the federation using a the spreadsheet

template.

1. The administrator of the central repository sends an e-mail to the administrator of the local

repository A containing the spreadsheet template.

2. The administrator of the local repository A fills in the template with the information about the

asset metadata contained in its repository.

3. The administrator of the local repository A, using a web browser, logs in on the central

repository’s upload web page, and uploads the spreadsheet.

4. The central repository’s platform processes the uploaded spreadsheet and validates it.

5. If the spreadsheet is valid, the central repository’s platform converts it into the ADMS format

and stores the received asset description metadata in the central repository’s database.



1.6 SUMMARY OF THE SOLUTIONS

The following table presents a summary of the pros and cons of the four solutions described in

this document.

Solution Pros Cons

Solution 1 -

REST Web

Services

 Fully automated

 Client provided by DIGIT

 Higher implementation effort

Solution 2 -

E-Mail

 Minimum implementation effort  Manual procedures are

required

 Lower integration

Solution 3 -

Harvesting

 No communication protocol

needs to be implemented on

local repository side

 Requires higher availability of

local repository systems

Solution 4 -

Upload on the

central repository

 No communication protocol

needs to be implemented

 Mapping to ADMS is not needed

for spreadsheets

 Manual procedures are

required

 Lower integration


